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Abstract
This is a literature review about the solar cycle and its variations, with a
focus on sunspots. We also make a review of the different types of sunspot
numbers currently in use and a comparison between their respective advantages and disadvantages, primarily focusing in their extension to the period
between 1600 and 1900 AD.
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1.1

Introduction
Sunspots and the solar cycle

Sunspots have been the most important way of measuring solar activity for the
past four centuries. They are used to both measure current activity and make
predictions of future levels. Even with more accurate and less weather-dependent
methods, such as 10.7 cm radio measurements, sunspots remain important due
to the large available pool of data and the ability to extend records backwards in
time.
Sunspots are created due to the magnetic dynamo of the sun, which causes it’s
magnetic field to reverse polarity in an 11-year cycle. Many details of this process
are still under examination, but the underlying principles are widely accepted.
Because the solar plasma is coupled to the Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF),
the latitudinal differential rotation of the sun causes a horizontal shear in the field
called the omega effect. This results eventually in a nearly horizontal toroidal
field. Because the toroidal field still has a vertical component, the field starts to
twist along a small surface layer, causing the so-called alpha effect.(Hathaway,
2015)
This effect can cause the field to cross the solar surface. The strong field at
the crossing point can choke the convective heat flow, causing the point to appear
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Figure 1: Image of daily sunspot areas as a function of latitude. Image: David
Hathaway, MSFC/NASA
cooler than the surrounding area, creating a sunspot. These spots appear first at
30◦ latitude, and start appearing towards the equator as the cycle proceeds. The
spots appear in pairs, with the leading one moving equator-wards and the trailing
spot going polewards. The leading one has always the same polarity as the pole
on its side of the equator. After the cycle maximum (maximal toroidal field), the
leading spots near the equator cancel each others polarities, while the trailing spots
cause the poles to reverse polarity compared to the previous minimum (maximal
polar field).
This cycle takes 11 years, meaning that the IMF alternates between two configurations, positive and negative. In the positive configuration, the IMF has the
same direction as the Earth’s: the northern side of the sun has northern magnetic
polarity. The polarity cycle seems to also have an effect on solar activity: odd
(positive) cycles seem to be slightly stronger than even (negative) cycles.
1.1.1

Other solar activity

The sun constantly emits a flux of charged particles, known as solar wind. It
comes in two distinct varieties: slow and fast. Slow solar wind is associated with
closed magnetic field regions, while fast wind exits from open field regions. Thus,
during sunspot minima conditions, the dipolar structure of the HMF means that
very little fast wind is detected near the ecliptic. During maxima on the other
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Figure 2: Solar wind speeds as a function of latitude along the solar cycle as
measured by the Ulysses probe. Image: McComas et al. GRL, 2008
hand, the complex HMF structure leads to latidunally variable flows of fast solar
wind.
Associated with fast solar wind are corotating interaction regions. They are
formed when fast solar wind catches up to slower solar wind. If the speed difference between the slow and fast wind is greater than the local magnetosonic speed,
a shock front of condensed plasma and magnetic flux is created.
Flares are powerful bursts of radiation from near the solar surface. the exact
nature of these bursts is unknown, but it is related to reconnection events near the
solar surface. They are characterized by broad-spectrum bursts of electromagnetic
energy, from radio frequencies all the way to X-rays. Coronal mass ejections or
CME:s are massive bursts of magnetically charged plasma, launched by reconnection into the heliosphere and self-contained by their own magnetic field. They
move very fast, thus packing the slower solar wind in front of them into a dense
shock layer, capable of causing significant disturbances in Earth’s magnetosphere.
Both these types of events are more common during/near solar maxima, meaning that disturbances in the magnetosphere caused by these events also correlate
with sunspot number. This also heats the corona, causing an increase in radiofrequency emissions, which when measured at the 10.7 cm wavelength mark (near
the centerpoint of the frequency spectrum) can be used as a measure of solar activity.
The total amount of radiation emitted by the sun, known as Total Solar Irradiance (TSI), is also dependent on the phase of the cycle, with maximum time
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TSI being higher. Spectral density of the radiation also changes, with ultraviolet
components being pronounced during maxima.
Also affected is the flux of cosmic rays towards the earth, though this effect varies with the type of cosmic ray. Solar cosmic rays, which are primarily
electrons and protons from the Sun with energies in the kilo-megaelectronvolt
range, are enhanced during maxima. On the other hand, Galactic cosmic rays,
protons and heavier ions originating from outside the solar system with energies
up to several gigaelectronvolts, are scattered more strongly by the strongly varying
magnetic fields during maximum conditions, resulting in a lower flux than during
minima. This causes a clear difference in spectral energy density of cosmic rays.
1.1.2

Long-term variability

Galactic cosmic rays can, upon entering the earth’s atmosphere, impact air molecules
in the upper troposphere and stratosphere, generating distinct radionuclide isotopes such as C-14 and B-10. Solar cosmic rays, due to their lower energy, do
not penetrate deeply enough into the atmosphere for these reactions and don’t
contribute significantly. (Usoskin, 2017)
Utilizing ice cores containing trapped atmospheric gases, and preforming isotope analysis of these cosmogenic isotopes we can reconstruct a timeline for solar
activity going back millenia. These timelines show that there are some indications of significant long-term variability, but due to the chaotic nature of these
processes, sunspot number prediction is unreliable for timescales longer than one
cycle.
Long durations of extremely low activity, so called grand minima, and corresponding high-activity periods, the grand maxima, are rare but distinctive. They
appear to be chaotic in nature, occuring in clusters separated by 2000-2500 years.
They come in two distinct variations, the longer Spörer-type and the short Maundertype. A somewhat more consistent 210-year cycle, the Suess cycle, has been detected in the cosmogenic record, but doesn’t seem to appear in the sunspot record
itself(Ma and Vaquero, 2009).
Other geomagnetic observations, such as magnetic traces in certain ores, can
also be used in these reconstructions. Although they are, by necessity, indirect and
polluted by variations in the geomagnetic field, sufficient analysis can reconstruct
usable timelines of solar activity (Lockwood et al., 2016a)

1.2

Beginning of sunspot measurements

The first recorded evidence of sunspots in the west was by Theophrastus in Greece
(De Signis Tempestum), circa 400 BC. In China, imperial chronicles of the Han
dynasty (Annals of the later Han) contain mentions of sunspots from 200 BC
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onwards, where they are called portents. Earlier records such as inscribed bone
fragments have also been associated with sunspots, dating back to the Shang dynasty before 1000 BC (Zhentao et al., 1990). First attempts at drawing sunspots
come from John of Worcester in 1128. However, "naked eye"-observations of
the sun are unreliable due to weather effects, such as clouds, dust etc., and the
small angular size of sunspots. In the western hemisphere observations were also
hampered by adherence to the Aristotelian idea of a perfect sun, meaning that
observed sunspots were explained away as effects originating in the atmosphere.
Thus pre-telescopic records are at best indicative, and must be supported with additional indirect evidence such as cosmic isotope abundances, aurora records and
geomagnetic evidence from ores.
After the invention of the camera obscura in the 15th century and the telescope
in the early 17th century, records of sunspots started to increase. In 1544, Frisius
made a drawing of the solar disc during an eclipse using a camera obscura, while
sunspots were drawn by Kepler in 1607 (although he ascribed them to the passing
of Mercury). An example of such a drawing, by Galileo Galilei, can be seen
in figure 3. Records from this era are usually related to other phenomena, but are
comparatively regular and accurate enough to be considered quantitative by Clette
et al. (2014).
In 1610, Thomas Harriot first correctly believed sunspots to be a property
of the Sun, instead of disturbances caused by the atmosphere, and used them to
calculate the Sun’s period of rotation. After this, there is a marked increase in
available records of solar observations (Hoyt and Schatten, 1998).
However, after 1645 begun the 70-year Maunder minimum, with minimal solar activity and almost no sunspots. Thus, although there were plenty of solar observations thanks to Giovanni Cassini and Johannes Hevelius among others, very
little new information of sunspots was discovered. After the end of the minimum
it took nearly a century for sunspot research to gain prominence, although spotty
records still exist. Notably Johann Christian Staudach (or Staudacher) made drawings of the solar disc between 1749-1796, which clearly include sunspots.

1.3

Organized research on sunspots

The 19th century saw a revitalized interest in sunspots. Samuel Heinrich Schwabe
begun systematic observations in 1825, resulting in his discovery of the 11-year
Schwabe-cycle in 1844. He made thousands of drawings of the solar disc, and
additional verbal reports. In 1849, Rudolph Wolf developed the Wolf sunspot
number for use as an unambiguous proxy of solar activity for his research in the
Zürich observatory. He begun a systematic census of sunspot numbers, extending
his daily count backwards to 1749 using data from other observers and a yearly
mean to 1700.
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Figure 3: Sunspot drawing made by Galileo Galilei on June 23rd. Image from
http://galileo.rice.edu/sci/observations/sunspot_drawings.html
After Wolf’s death in 1893, Alfred Wolfer followed him as director of the observatory. He continued systematically gathering sunspot data in what became
known as the Zürich sunspot number. These observations continued until 1980,
when they were replaced with the so-called international sunspot number based in
the Royal Observatory of Belgium, using a network of stations. The Royal Greenwich Observatory begun also collecting sunspot data in 1874, a process which
lasted until 1976. The data collection method used was somewhat different, being based on white-light photographic plates from a small group of observatories
around the world, used to calculate total sunspot area instead of individual spots.
In addition, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association begun collecting
it’s own sunspot numbers in 1951, the American relative sunspot number, using
methodology similar to the Wolf number detailed in the following chapter. Similarly, the German-based amateur SONNE-network has compiled it’s own dataset
since 1977.

2

Sunspot numbers

For the sake of consistency, it’s important to have a clear way of calculating
sunspots, as well as a good definition of what counts as a sunspot. Sunspots
vary greatly in size, and can appear in partially merged groups making it difficult
to have two observers agree on a consistent number. Wolf, in 1849 developed his
method, known as Wolf’s number, which served as the foundation for the future
6

Figure 4: The Fraunhofer refractor telescope used by Wolf, courtesy of the ETH
Zürich library. Image source: http://doi.org/10.21264/ethz-a-000005620
international sunspot number, and remains the most popular choice.

2.1

Wolf’s number

For his research, Wolf defined a sunspot as a spot large enough for him to detect
using a telescope. Groups would be counted as 10 spots. This value, while close
to the average group to spot ratio, is fairly arbitrary, but assuming that ratio stays
constant doesn’t impact the validity of the series as a proxy of solar activity (the
validity of this assumption will be considered in section 3). The equation
R = k(10g + s)

(1)

was used, where k was a so-called personal reduction coefficient, intended to remove differences in number due to different instruments and observers. For example, Wolf himself had a k-number of 1, while Wolfer, had a k-number of 0.6
due to his better instruments allowing him to resolve smaller sunspots. Wolf also
extended his sunspot series backwards using records from Staudach, Flaugergues
and Schwabe. Since Staudach was active in parallel with Schwabe, who was parallel with himself, Wolf was able to use his dataset to create personal reduction
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coefficients for Staudach and Flaugergues. He additionally used data by Hornstein
and Carrington for comparison.
To match his historical data, produced with a variety of equipment of differing
quality,to the data he produced from the large 80-mm telescope in Zürich, he
imposed an artificial filtering process to the observations: small sunspots with no
penumbra were discounted, and multiple umbrae within a penumbra were counted
as one. This matched the data with what he could produce with smaller, portable
telescopes, but discarded some potentially useful information. In addition, he
built a network of supporting stations, one of which Locarno, to be used in case of
bad weather. The sunspot number would be the average of the k-factor corrected
numbers from supporting stations.
After his death in 1893, Alfred Wolfer took over the directorship, continuing
measurements using Wolf’s methodology. He did, however, dispose of the filtering process used by Wolf. This resulted in a correction factor of 0.6 with the
earlier count, established using parallel observations with Wolf and the correction
factor between the 80mm and portable telescopes used by him.
The sunspot count continued in Zürich until 1980, with the only modification coming in 1945 where the then-current director Max Waldmeier introduced a
weighting factor based on sunspot size. He also established an auxiliary station in
Locarno, southern Switzerland.
In 1980, the sunspot series was discontinued in Zürich, and transitioned to
Brussels, the Royal observatory of Belgium. There, the method was revised to
the so-called SIDC (sunspot index data center) method. The new count was computerized, and involved a larger group of stations, compared against either a pilot
value established at the Locarno station or the network average, and computing
an average of the k-factor corrected sunspot numbers. Each station also has it’s
k-factor updated monthly, based on comparisons with the network average. This
version of the sunspot series is called the International sunspot number or Ri . This
transition has been detailed in Clette et al. (2007).

2.2

The group number

However, in spite of these revisions, some complaints were leveraged against the
Wolf number. Primarily, it doesn’t even attempt to account for neither random
nor systematic error in either the actual observations themselves, or the k-factors
used for correction. Selection for the primary observer for times before Wolf was
primarily driven by availability, and ordering between secondary or higher order
observers was not made clear. Furthermore, the Wolf series discards all but the
used observer, even if multiple observations are available for a given date.
These issues motivated Douglas Hoyt and Kenneth Schatten to develop a new
time series they called the group number. To create the series, they collected a
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Figure 5: Rg series plotted against the Ri series, latter scaled up by a factor of
1.66. Data from the SILSO world data center website9
large number of observations, both those used by Wolf and new ones. In addition,
as the name of the series implies, they used the average number of sunspot groups
instead of individual spots and groups combined. This is because some observers
only recorded group counts, and 90% of the variability in sunspot numbers was
from the group number (Hoyt and Schatten, 1992) Using the Royal Greenwich
Observatory (RGO) solar photographs as a baseline, they arrived at a correction
factor of 12.08 to match the previous RZ series to their new one. The new equation,
12.08 X 0
(2)
ki g i
Rg =
N
gives the number of groups (gi ) recorded by observer i, times an individual correction factor ki0 (see next paragraph) averaged over the number of observers for
that given day(N ). After RGO stopped producing photographic data in 1975, it
was replaced by the USAAF SOON network.
The correction factor ki0 was defined similarly to Wolf’s ki factor. The main
difference was the baseline observer, RGO for Hoyt and Schatten, and himself
for Wolf. Both factors were extended to the past by daisy-chaining, i.e. by first
creating correction factors for observers parallel with a baseline(RGO or Wolf
himself respectively), then correcting observers parallel with this first tier but not
the baseline, and so on. Hoyt and Schatten introduced an additional selection process by limiting the observers used for daisy-chaining by proximity to baseline,
and using weighted averages from the previous tier of observer instead of a single
comparison. However, this daisy-chaining method fails around the year 1800, as
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Figure 6: Number of daily observations in the original RG series. Data from the
SILSO world data center website: http://sidc.be/silso/home 9
the number of observations falls rapidly and unbroken chains become difficult to
find, as seen in figure 6. Thus, Horrebow and Plantade were chosen as primary
observers during their respective observation periods. The earliest observers are
completely isolated from the rest. They were assigned a k’-value of 1.255±0.112,
based on a comparison between modern amateur visual observers and RGO (Hoyt
et al., 1994). Though arbitrary, this choice has only a limited impact to the quality
of the time series, because most observations between 1600 and 1730 are empty.
The RG series is consistently updated, for example by Vaquero and Trigo (2014)
with further observers, such as Albert Strażyc of Krakow, being added and existing data corrected when necessary. Some observations, mainly by Staudacher,
which consisted of drawings, were entirely recalculated based on digitized originals rather than the numbers used by Wolf, as in the original series.

3

Problems with the sunspot number, and modern
reconstructions

There are, however, still unresolved issues with both time series. The daisychaining method for assigning the k-, and k’-factors will inevitably result in accumulating errors further from the assigned primary observer. Several discontinuities have been discovered (see for example Clette et al. (2014); Leussu et al.
(2013)). These discontinuities lie primarily in between different observers(for example Brunner→ Waldmeier), and the revisions to the counting method. This is
noted by Clette as an advantage of the group series; made by a single group of scientists means no sudden discontinuities resulting from changes to observational
methods
The Ri and RG series, although in relatively good agreement in the modern
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Figure 7: Original Ri series(scaled up by a factor of 1.66) plotted against the
2015 revised series. Data from the SILSO world data center website: http:
//sidc.be/silso/home
era, also diverge significantly before 1885 as seen in figure 5 . Clette et al. (2014)
point to Ri also being systematically higher after 1950. During the earlier discrepancy (1875-1915) they find that the normalization ratio between Wolfer and
the RGO drifted upwards: in 1880, the ratio was approx. 0.8 (so Wolfer found
more groups), while in 1920 it was approx. 1.2. As the group number uses the
higher normalization ratio for the whole period, this causes a higher GN to SSN
ratio during the early Wolfer period.
Clette also finds that Waldmeier’s introduction of a weighting scheme in 1947
results in an upwards bias in the Rz series, resulting in an abnormally high sunspot
count for the modern era. Waldemeier claimed, seemingly erroneously, that his
scheme matched Wolf’s own ’unspoken’ rules, but no evidence for such weighting
taking place has been found.
In order to reconcile the series with aforementioned challenges, Clette et al.
(2014) proposed a revised series, featuring eg. a progressive 40% ramp up between 1880-1915 and a sharp drop after 1947 to remove the effects of Waldmeier’s
weighting scheme, as well as an overall increase by a factor of 1.66 to normalize
the sunspot count to Wolfer, instead of Wolf. Comparisons between the two counts
can be found in Figure 7.
Common to both SSN and GN is an insensitivity to possible variations in
sunspot size during cycles. Relatedly, they also assume that the correction factors between observers are linearly proportional: smaller sunspots would be more
difficult to observe with worse instruments and/or eyesight, so variation in relative sunspot size could cause inhomogeneities in the correction factor. They are
also linear to origin, i.e. they assume zero observations means zero sunspots.
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Figure 8: Original Rg compared to the backbone revised version. Data from
SILSO(http://sidc.be/silso/home) and the electronic supplementary
material to Svalgaard and Schatten (2016)
Again, small-sized sunspots could cause a "worse" observer to report zero spots,
when a "better" observer might see some small spots/groups. Conversely, if all
spots are large, both observers might be able to detect all or most of them, bringing the correction factor closer to unity. Thus, the assumption that an observer
misses a constant fraction of spots regardless of activity level is questionable at
best (Usoskin et al., 2016a).

3.1

the Backbone method

In 2016, Leif Svalgaard, in collaboration with Schatten, created a reconstruction
of the RG series (Svalgaard and Schatten, 2016). Instead of the error-accumulating
daisy-chaining, they used a series of backbones. These are made by first selecting
a primary observer for a given time period. For example, Schwabe and Wolfer
formed the two backbones for the 19th century, and were used as a basis for the
system, while the Locarno station and amateur astronomer Hisako Koyama’s observations in 1947-1980 are used as backbones for the 20th century. Then, collecting other available observers concurrent with each backbone, each individual
observer is matched to the primary by linear regression using yearly means.
Overlapping backbones are then harmonized to match their scales for that period. Schwabe’s count, for example, was raised by a factor of 1.48, to match with
Wolfer. The Koyama and Locarno backbones were then matched first individually, and then with the previous two. It is to be noted that Schatten and Svalgaard
agreed with Clette’s conclusion on Waldmeier, lowering their group values after
1940 by 7%.
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Further into the past, however, finding overlapping observers for analysis becomes difficult. Staudach provides a workable primary observer, though the group
values were recounted from his digitized drawings, but concurrent observers are
rare. Also, no overlap between him and Schwabe means, that a "bridge" must be
constructed between them. In this period, Schatten and Svalgaard note two distinct populations of observers: the "low" and "high". These groups can be brought
to relative agreement by a scale factor of 1.58, finally allowing for a harmonization
between the backbones.
Earlier data (before 1739) was correlated with the Staudacher backbone by
finding the yearly highest group number and matching them (backbone-wise) to
the previous series with a scale factor, to create a unified time series. Figure 8
shows a comparison between the two: clearly, the backbone version gives higher
values in the 18th and 19th centuries, and lower for the latter half of the 20th.

3.2

Active day fractions

All the work discussed above, however, leaves still unresolved issues. (Usoskin
et al., 2016a) points out that, despite the use of primary observers, harmonizing the
backbones themselves still requires some error-prone daisy-chaining, especially
between the Staudacher and Schwabe backbones, thus accumulating the errors.
They also challenge the assumptions of linear proportionality, and regressions going through the origin, i.e. the data of different observers being proportional.
Instead of daisy-chaining, Usoskin et al. (2016a) propose a system dependent on
active day fractions, the proportion of days with at least one sunspot observation against total number of daily observations. This method is of limited use
before 1749, because the number of available observations becomes too small to
provide usable values. The proposed calibration system uses photographic plates
from RGO as its basis, as they are both a complete record and provide data about
sunspot and group areas, instead of only their counts. Measurements between
1900-1976 were used, even though earlier data was available, because of stability
issues raised by i.e. Clette et al. (2014).
RGO was, for these reasons, selected to be a "perfect" observer, one that detects all existing sunspots/groups. This is reasonable, considering that the time
series is meant to be extended backwards, to observers using more primitive technology and fewer available observation sites. The reference(RGO) data set is
then used to construct a cumulative probability function of monthly active day
fractions. Next, the same process is repeated, this time applying an artificial observational threshold SS , a minimum group area (in millionths of a solar disc)
that a given observer would be able to detect. Using several different observational thresholds, the process until a range of calibration curves for "imperfect"
observers between 5-300 msd have been constructed.
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Next, the same process was repeated but accounting for the fact that a given
observer won’t observe on every day. This was done by removing a random fraction of observed days form the set for different values of SS , and estimating related uncertainties using the Monte-Carlo method. With this full set of calibration
curves, each observer could be independently analyzed; their active day fractions,
as well as numbers of observed days are known, leaving only SS as a free variable to be fitted using the χ2 -method. ADF values below 0.1 and above 0.8 were
discarded as the low number of observed days made them statistically unreliable.
Each observer then had their SS values estimated using the above method.
Their observed sunspot group numbers were then calibrated to the reference set.
Then, the Monte -Carlo method was again utilized to get a distribution of possible
group numbers for a given range of SS values, constructing a correction matrix,
relating the number of groups observed by the observer to the number of groups in
the reference set. This gives an approximate power law for correction, but solves
the issues of nonlinearity and forcing through origin. Notedly, mean reference
values of spotless days are nonzero for imperfect observers. Special attention is
given to Staudacher, who was inconsistent in reporting spotless days, only reporting 5,5% of days during his observational period (1749-95) as being spotless.
Other observers in the same period reported 15-40%. Thus, with Staudachers
dataset being too valuable to simply ignore, a comparison between Staudacher
and Horrebow was used to estabilish a correction matrix.
Comparing the backbone series with the one created using the ADF method
in figure 9, we can see that ADF gives higher values for post-1900 measurements,
and lower ones before that. Usoskin interprets this as an artefact of the invalid
assumption linearity of the Wolf-Wolfer correction factor; ADF-based estimates
show that while 1.66 is a suitable correction factor for low activity periods, it
should be much lower during high activity. Other notable differences are that the
original Ri and Gi series and ADF show higher activity during the 20th century
than 19th or 18th (The modern maximum), while revised Ri and backbone series
indicate a smaller increase in level.

3.3

Further Developments

Lockwood et al. (2016b) raises similar criticisms for linear proportionality against
the backbone method. In response, Schatten and Svalgaard have written (unpublished, as of December 2019) two articles, namely (Svalgaard & Schatten, 2017a;
2017b). In these, they strongly contest the criticism against the linear scaling factors utilized. Specifically, they contend that a majority of the variation between
observers is explained by simple proportionality (a number of 98-99% is used
but unsourced). They also show that active day fractions, while accurate during
moderate activity, underestimate high and overestimate low activities (this result
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Figure 9: Active day fraction GN plotted against backbone method GN(17492014). Data from electronic supplementary material of the respective15 articles16
was predicted but not quantitatively analyzed by Usoskin et al.). Svalgaard and
Schatten (2017b) claim this to be a result of simple statistics: during high activity
years, the active day fraction is near unity (so most data has to be discarded), and
during low activity, the fraction is close to zero, again resulting in low statistics.
This necessitates extrapolation to cover the lack of data. Similarily, during minimal activity actual group counts can be zero, while the ADF correction number
always produces nonzero values for an imperfect observer. They also compare
equivalent observers by finding pairs of observers with the same k’-factor, and
show that ADF methodology creates differences between them.
Meanwhile, Willamo et al. (2018) corroborates the over- and underestimation
of group numbers by the ADF-method during low and high activity periods. They
also find that the total effect is a slight overestimation of solar activity levels, and
an underestimation of longer-term trends.

4

Conclusion

Our closest star has been under a great deal of scrutiny for all of human history,
and the spots on it’s surface have been a research question for millenia. From
historical portents and divinations to their modern use as proxies for past solar
activity, they’ve been observed and recorded. As we try to understand how our
sun and climate are going to change now, we first have to try and find out how
they have changed in the past. Solar activity has, expectedly, multiple proxies that
can be used, but the sunspot series can be extended into the (relatively recent) past
better than for example direct magnetic measurements or 10,7 cm radio flux.
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This means, however, that the accuracy of available measurements and thus
the sunspot time series is extremely important. As shown in the last section, even
the simple question of the possible existence of the grand modern maximum, and
an overall upwards trend in solar activity during the past few centuries remains a
contentious and active area of research. All the main methods of revision reviewed
here need further refinements, such as the correction of ADF:s overestimates.
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